TEMPORARY ARRANGEMENT OF VEHICULAR TRAFFIC AT OLD GOA

Panaji, September 22, 2017

Bhadra 31, 1939

The District Magistrate, North District District has ordered temporary arrangements of vehicular traffic on October 1 & 2, 2017 on the occasion of Gandhi Jayanti Celebration to be held on October 2, 2017 at Old Goa.

Stretch of NH4A from Old Goa main junction to Old Goa Police Station junction will be closed from traffic flow from 10.00 hrs., of October 1, 2017 till the function is over on October 2, 2017.

The heavy vehicular traffic coming from Banastarim and desiring to proceed to Panaji will be diverted at Dargah junction to follow new bye-pass via Kadamba Plateau to come at Merces junction to proceed to their respective destination.

The light vehicular traffic desiring to proceed to Panaji will be allowed to come up to Old Goa Police Station Junction, take left to follow the road behind Bom Jesus Basilica, come out at a main junction Old Goa to proceed to their respective destination.

Heavy vehicular traffic from Panaji will be diverted to takenew Merces bye-pass. Whereas other vehicular desiring to proceed to Old Goa Ponda will be allowed to come up to Old Goa main junction and take right and come up to Old Goa Police Station junction from behind Bom Jesus of Basilica Church. Thus this stretch of road from Old Goa Police Station junction to Old Goa main junction will carry two ways vehicular traffic.